World Health Concern:

(Suffolk County District, New York)

The United Nations
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization Strategic Command
The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
The health care and psychiatric system, in Suffolk County, New York, has deteriorated, to levels that are incomparable with other industrialized countries on par with regional gross domestic product. Cause by large-scale corporate privatization of housing, medical, and financial resources in a sector that depends heavily on investments from the north shore: spurring economic growth in the southern districts -- by way, of commercial manufacturing and easy labor.

In an attempt to preserve a sustainable living and care standard, marginal groups implemented tactics on the borderline to the extreme. Tactics that aim to exploit some and to suppress others to preserve market capital -- in return, for profits based on favoritism, class consciousness, prognosis, residency, racial profile, etc. Manifesting as an unprecedented crime-ring that arose from the fringe sector and cult-colleges. Infiltrating key elements of what were considered to be the gold-standard in health care and medicine.

Observe to be showing a pattern of atypical decision-making indicative of criminal elements that are sympathetic to a frightening formulation of European neo-Fascism. European neo-Fascism that arrived on the Eastern sea borders, of the continental United States (U.S.), in the early 2010’s, from the United Kingdom and the Scandinavian territories in Western Europe, to overtake the fringe sector and the select Eastern colleges.

First identified -- in the manifestation of a deadly norm, set by the extreemize elements of the anti-war and social justice movement at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, especially the upstate colleges in New York and certain key locations in the New England area.
Within a matter of months, the health care and the psychiatric system resorted to tactical measures to discipline and suppress their patients from any social and/or existential opposition -- by imposing radical incentives for pacification.

Instead, it led to a social breakdown in the standard of living and quality of life. Extremizing the health care and psychiatric system by compromising the U.S. legal system through racketeering and widespread corruption in the north shore of Suffolk County, New York.

The key players are assumed to be radical elements that were sympathetic to Tea-party politics, but morphed into far-right liberalism out of economic and social desperation. They are to be routed out from these agencies, if the world health community is to forestall exploitation and mass genocide by intimidation and coercion of vulnerable groups to conform to absurd criminality. Vulnerable groups that depend on these agencies to preserve decency by shielding themselves from the ravishes of ulterior interests that are inclined toward extreme profitability. Containing the threat that poses from resorting to extreme tactics, to avoid the long-term harm of equating euthanasia with profitability.

To abandon the unimaginative life-style and a standard of living that can no longer be socially tolerated, for bioethical purposes that are atypical to human coexistence. Or a revolt will ensue that will lead to totalitarian acts of desperation across the developing countries and civilized nation-states. A revolt that will be hugely catastrophic to human dignification and natural rights.
Obey the rules of engagement in all criteria.

- The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of Space-Time]